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ALFALFA 

ALFALFA WEEVIL- Degree-days (0 D) through May 26, 
1993 are shown in the table on page 32. Reports of early 
weevil (first-instar) feeding activityareshowingupinsouth
east counties, as expected based on °D accumulations. First 
hatch usually begins at about 300 °D, with larvae more 
consistently found at 400 °D. To monitor AW larvae, select 
50-60 stems at random, in at least 5-6 sections of a field and 
examine them for tip feeding damage. Our threshold for first 
crop alfalfa is 30% (weak, older stand) to 35 % of the stems 
showing obvious feeding damage. The presence of small 
pin-hole feeding only (.first-instar larvae) does not constitute 
obvious feeding damage. Alternatively, with the use of a gal. 
size white bucket (or something similar), larval density per 
stem can be estimated. An approximate threshold with this 
method is 2 larvae/stem. 

r 

However, this cool spring is shaping up to be very 
similar to last year (and similar to the 30-yr avg), which is 
quite conducive for optimum growth of alfalfa coupled with 
delayed hatch and development of AW larvae. Conse
quently, alfalfa throughout the southern portion of the state 
should be ready to harvest in the next 7-10 days (e.g. at first 
bloom), before larvae have a chance to do much damage to 
the first crop. I would strongly recommend a timely cutting 
of the first-crop to provide any necessary AW control, but to 
also keep fields on a good cutting schedule forthe remainder 
of the growing season. Note that this will also be the best 
strategy for dealing with the spring blackstem pathogen (see 
May 21st newsletter), which is common this spring due to 
cool, wet conditions. 

For more information regarding the Plant Pest Newsletter 
contact Extension Plant Pathology at 612-625-6290 
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ALFALFA/Continued 

The key time to monitor AW activity this year will be 
during th regrowth of the second crop. Although early 
harvest will remove some A Weggsandlarvaefrom the field, 
significant numbers of larvae may continue to feed, e.g., 
under the windrows, if cool weather continues during har
vest Adult weevils may also still be active and feeding on the 
regrowth. Finally, cutworms may be active and feeding (at 
night) on the regrowth. It is therefore critical that the 
regrowth be monitored closely to see that it is greening up 
within 5 days. If not, verify the problem and consider an 
insecticide treatmenL For AW larvae, our threshold is 6-8 
Jarvae/ft2• For cutworms, treatment is advised at5/ft2• How
ever, these are general guidelines; final decisions should be 
based on actual damage, the potential complex of insect pest 
present and value of the stand. For insecticide suggestions 
for all alfalfa insect pests, refer to Insecticide Suggestions to 
Control Insect Pests of Field Crops-1993 (AG-BU-0500). 

CORN 

CUlWORMS-We have had a number of calls about, and 
ample of, cutworms the past week or so. The predominant 
pecies i the dingy cutworm with darksided second most 

common. Redbacked and sand.hills cutworms have also been 
rep rted. There do appear to he a hit of a relationship of 
cutworm numbers to drouthy areas. 

Over tbe years, I have had cutworm control trials for at 
least nine species of cutworms located from southern Min
ne ota counties to Roseau Co. I have had trials in saturated 
oil (1979, Stevens Co.) and in soils that had not had 

measurable rainfall in over 9 months ( 1981, Roseau Co.). In 
all tbe trails Lorsban at 1 lb AI/acre, Pydrin at .1 AI/acre, 
Asana XL at .05, and Ambush or Pounce at .1 performed 
admirably without any cultivation. I had two trials with 
Lorsban 0.5 lb AI/acre and it performed statistically equal to 
the best performing materials. 

Mysteriously in all the trials in which Toxaphene was 
included it never performed above the untreated check And 
Sevin XLR plus must be used at the 2 lb AI/acre rate to 
compete in efficacy with the materials listed above. 

Decision ma.king for cutworm control needs to be based 
on reduction in plant stand. For example in com a 3 to 5 % 
stand reduction in any part of a field is all that can be 
pennitted. In sugar beet, unless plant populations exceed 
100/100' row you cannot allow in excess of 5 % stand loss. In 
contrast, a 25% reduction in stand in sunflower in a given 
section of the field, will still result in normal yields. 

Temperatures have been normal, or slightly below, this 
year and cutworm damage will be prolonged (ie slow 
cutworm growth). However, in high value crops, such as 
sugar beet a decision should be made early on as to whether 
cutworm control is warranted. Do this because a hot day can 
be devastating when a higher cutworm population is present. 
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Alfalfa Weevil Degree-Days (>48°F) 
as of May 26, 1993 

Alexandria -
Calendonia -
Cambridge -
Faribault 
Hutchinson -
Mankato 
Morris 

295.6 
293 
295 
292 
318 
344 
306 

Olivia 
Rochester 
St. Cloud 
St. Paul 
Waseca 
Winona 
Winnebago -

310 
280 
301 
374 
302 

340 
274 

Bill Hutchison 
Extension Entomologist 

In lower value crops one can delay decision making due 
to the substantially lower risk. We have observed cutworm 
populations in wheat, for example, that dropped from 23/sq 
ft to below 1 per sq foot over a 3-4 week period. In this case 
early control did not pay. 

Dave Noetzel 
Extension Entomologist 

INSECTS CAUSING EARLY-SEASON STAND 
LOSS-Already we'vereceivedcalls aboutseedcombeetles, 
cutworms, sod webworm, hop vine borer and white grubs", 
and most com isn't emerged yet! Several insects attack 
germinating and emerged com. Stand loss may be severe 
enough to cause yield loss andnecessitatereplanting. Prompt 
detection of stand loss and diagnosis of its cause leaves 
farmers with the best management options. Unfortunately 
with rain prolonging the planting and weed management 
activities of farmers, chances are good that stand problems 
may be missed It's always a wise investment of time to scout 
germinating com in the first three weeks when insects are 
likely to cause stand loss. 

Scouting and field history information provide the keys 
to diagnosing insect causes of stand loss. The following 
information is critical: First, what does the injury look like? 
What part of the plant is being attacked? Second, how 
prevalent is the injury? What is the degree of stand loss? 
Third, is there any pattern to where the injury is taking place? 
Think of field history, soils, drainage, pest cropping history 
and current prcxluction practices as it relates to this pattern. 
Finally, are there any insects, or their signs, present that may 
cause the problem? Diagnosing insect causes of stand loss 
can challenge your detective skills but, like most criminals, 
a few tell-tale signs can pinpoint the cause. Help in diagnos-



ing these problems can be found in a 4-page publication, 
titled Diagnosing insect causes of early-season stand loss in 
com which is available from Extension Entomology or your 
county extension office. This publication will help det.er
mine which insect (s) are causing the stand loss and what, if 
anything, can be done to minimize further loss. If you're 
having difficulty diagnosing a stand-loss problem or need an 
insect(s) identified, give Extension Entomology a call at 
(612) 624-9272. 

Ken Ostlie 
Extension Entomologist 

QUICK GUIDE TO EUROPEAN CORN BORER MAN
AGEMENT NOW AVAILABLE-A new fact sheet, 
AG-FS-5969 Quick Guide to European Com Borer Man
agement: Scouting and Decision Making for First Genera
tion, is now available from or your county extension office. 
This handy one-page guide provides a quick overview of 
com borer scouting including what to look for, where to find 
it and a sample field data form to record what they find. Two 
unique features enable growers or their advisors to tailor 
decisions to specific field situations. First, the publication 
features an easy-to-use table of economic thresholds that is 
tailored to their projected crop value and estimated control 
costs. No more intimidating calculations. Second, because 
growers are reluctant to treat on a break-even basis, growers 
can calculate an action threshold for their field with their own 
desired economic return. While the chances for an extensive 
outbreak of European com borer are remote this summer, 
those few early-planted fields will g3mer the bulk of first 
generation attention. 1bis new guide to scouting and deci
sion-making could be useful in these fieids! 

POTATOES 

Ken Ostlie 
Extension Entomologist 

KRYOCIDE CONDITIONAL LABEL FOR COLO
RADO POTATO BEETLE (CPB) CONTROL-Elf 
Atochem announced they have received a conditional label 
forthe use of Kryocide for CPB control. Such a labelis given 
when the product will obtain a full label within a year or so. 
In any case the product is available for use during the 1993 
growing season. 

The label dosage is between 10 & 12 pounds of material 
per acre applied in 25 to 100 gallons of water. When applied 
by air the total volume should be 20 gals/acre. Tue product 
has been effective at the above dosage where resistance to 
phosphate, carbamate and pyrethroid insecticides is present. 
It can also serve as one insecticide in a rotational application 
scheme. 

Users should be aware that the volume ofKryocide/acre 
is quite high and that agitation of the mixture in the tank is 
considerably more important than with almost all other 
insecticides. Sodium aluminofluoride (Kryocide) will cause 
slightlygreaterwearonpumpsandpumpparts,andpossibly 
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HOP VINE BORER-In th next w ck. h p 'in, Ix r·r 
attack on corn will int.ensify. Hop in rcr mt . tatirn: a.re 
usually associated with grass . where th adult moth la\: 11!
eggs in Augu t and September. lnfi rations ma) he <!! '. oci 
ated with field edges, grassed waterway . tcrra' '. r with 
weedy, hard-to control grasses within fields. Gr: c ~ und 
to be associated with hop vine borer infestati ns include: 
smooth brome, quackgrass, woolly cup!?l'as . and wire tcm 
muhly. Young larvae feed on gras e . if pre ent, and when 
they outgrow the grass stems, move into c m. The di. unc
tive larvae are cream colored with brown spo n each 
abdominal segment and areddish-brownhead cap ule. TI1 • 
attack corn below ground and kill the plant by tunneling 
within the stem. 

While no insecticides are specifically labelled for hop 
vine borer, the pyrethroids at high cutwonn rate (Am ush 
2E@ 12.8 oz /acre, Asana XL@ 9.6 oziacre, and Pounce 
3.2E @ 8 ozlacre) have been effective in our insecticide 
trials. Insecticide application should be timed to catch early 
movement of larvae. Along field edges application can be 
delayed until the first signs ofhop vine borer attack ( deadheart 
and wilting of seedling com) are observed. In fields where 
infestations are associated with weedy grass patches, apply 
an insecticide when com emerges. 

Jeff Luedeman. a graduate student, and I are interested 
in better documenting the occurrence of hop vine borer in 
Minnesota Any reports (612-624-9272) of suspected hop 
vine borer infestations would be greatly appreciated. 

Ken Ostlie 
Extension Entomologist 

on nozzles, but it mixes very well. We have never experi
enced nozzle plugging or anything similar. 

You will not be able to shade dosage with Kryocide and 
the label only allows 96 total pounds applied per acre per 
year. I suspect no one will ever make 8 applications of 
Kryocide as price will probably cause hesitation in that 
regard. 

This label is a plus for the potato grower as it adds an 
insecticide with another mode of action to our choices for 
CPB control. 

Dave Noeti,el 
Extension Entomologist 

POTATO LEAFHOPPER-We still do not have confir
mation of PLH in flights, despite having some fairly good 
weather syst.ems. We still have 2-3 more weeks for out 
normal "flight window". 

Bill Hutchison 
Extension Entomologist 



SMALL GRAINS 

COOL TEMPERATURES AND SMALL GRAIN HER· 
BICIDE APPLICA TIONS-1 have been receiving several 
questions on small grain heroicide applications under cool 
t.cmperarure conditions. Temperatures have been cool for 
several days now, with temperatures in the 20' sin northwest 
Minnesota last night Two factors need to be considered 
when applying herbicides under cool temperature condi
tions: crop safety and weed control. 

Crop afety 
Undercoolconditions,cropinjurypotentialcanincrease 

with several herbicides. These herbicides would include: 
Avenge, Harmony Extra, Express, Hoelon, Tiller, and Chey
enne. All of these herbicides can cause small grain crop 
yellowing, leaf tip burn, and crop stunting when applied 
under cool conditions. If weather conditions improve, that 
is, if temperatures increase and soil moisture is adequate, this 
injury will be temporary and should not effect yield 

Several heroicide labels have statements that caution 
against applying herbicides under cool weather conditions. 
Tue Cheyenne label states "under certain conditions such as 
prolonged cool weather (daily high temperatures less than 
5 o F) or wide fluctuations in day/night temperatures just 
prior to, during or soon after treatment, temporary yellowing 
and/or crop stunting may occur. Risk of injury is greatest 
when plants are in the 2-5 leaf stage." This would also apply 
to Tiller applications. The Harmony Extra and Express 
labels have the same precautions as the Cheyenne label. 

Caution should be used before applying Hoelon to 
barley under the weather conditions that we are experiencing 
n w. Hoelon has the potential to give severe barley injury 
under cool conditions. The Hoel on label states not to apply 
Hoelon to barley if daily minimum temperature are 40° For 
less for three consecutive days before application. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

LORSBAN 4E-HF- Eric Flora, Dow Elanco, sent us 
in!ormation regarding a new Lorsban 4E formulation they 
will label as above. Eric indicates that while solvents have 
been changed the labelled uses have not Efficacy will be the 
ame as from the old 4E but the flashpoint is raised, thereby 

decreasing flammability. 

There should be a fairly large volume of the new 
formulation available in the valley where its major use may 
be against sugar beet root maggot (adults?). Broadcast 
applications should be 1 pt per acre. Band applications 
hould be 2/~pint/acre applied in a 71h'' band on 22 inch 

rows. 

Dave Noetzel 
Extension Entomologist 
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Do Not apply herbicides to small grains fields when the 
crop and/or weeds are showing signs of frost damage. Wait 
at least 3 to 5 days for the crop and weeds to recover. 1ltis 
will decrease the crop injury potential and increase weed 
control. 

If cool temperatures have occurred, and the small grain 
cropand/orweedsarenotshowinganysignsoffrostdamage. 
it is still a good idea to wait at least 3 to 5 days to allow the 
crop and weeds to recover. 

Cool temperatures do not increase the crop injury poten
tial of Assert, MCPA, 2,4-D, Banvel, Buctril, Bronate, 
Curtail, Curtail M and Stinger. 

Under cool temperature conditions, it may be advisable 
to switch to a heroicide that has greater crop safety. 

Weed Control 
Most postemergence heroicides have labels which state 

that the heroicide should be applied "when weeds are 
actively growing." Most postemergence herbicide labels 
state that "best results are obtained when the herbicide is 
applied to young, actively growing weeds. The degree of 
control are dependent on rate used, sensitivity and size of the 
target weed and environmental conditions at the time of and 
following application. Warm, moist weather conditions 
following treatment promote heroicide activity, while cool, 
dry conditions delay herbicide activity." 

Under cool weather conditions, herbicides will work 
more slowly and overall control may be less than under 
"ideal" weather conditions. Herbicide rates should be ad
justed accordingly. When using a herbicide with good crop 
safety or if risk of temporary injury is acceptable, a medium 
to high rate will help to off-set the reduced herbicide activity 
from the cool weather. It may also be advisable to switch to 
a herbicide that has greater crop safety. 

DIALU 

Beverly R Durgan 
Extension Weed Scientist 

County Agents: Please Alert 
Master Gardeners to the Following: 

Despite the overall abundance of beautiful bloom on 
trees and shrubs this spring, we've received a number of 
calls about ornamental crabapples and lilacs that bloomed 
sparsely or not at all. Sometimes that can be attributed to their 
youth, particularly if you fertilize the plants regularly in an 
attempt to help them become established or grow faster. 

If your lilac or crabapple has been in the landscape several 
years, and it's still not blooming much, chances are good thatit 
isn'treceiving high enough light levels throughout the growing 
season. ~?ther problem could result from pruning. Flower 
buds are lllltiated the summer before they actually bloom; if you 



trim the plant in summer, autumn, or late winter, you may well 
be removing flower buds in the process. 

Once spring flowering bulbs are through blooming, 
you must encourage the foliage to remain green and 
healthy as long as possible. Those leaves ALL need 
exposure to sun so they can store carbohydrates in the bulb 
(through photosynthesis) for the next year's growth. 

We have seen some bad advice in print locally. It's not 
good enough to tie the leaves in a knot or remove all but the 
largestleaffromeaehplant. Ifyouwantgoodgrowthnextyear, 
you've got to allow the leaves to tum yellow or brown before 
pulling them. 

You CAN plant annuals among the bulb foliage, though, 
if bulbs are spaced far enough apart Then as the bulb foliage 
dies, the annuals will take their place, already established. 

Fertilizing trees and shrubs has been a common topic of 
concern recently. This is a good time to fertilize them, but not 
all trees and shrubs need spring fertilization, particularly if 
they're growing in fairly rich soil. 

Each time you fertilize your lawn, some of the nutrients 
make their way down to the feeder roots of trees and large 
shrubs. Unless their leaves are a poor green, or new growth is 
almost imperceptible, your trees probably don' tneed any extra 
f ertilizet. 

That is not to say you shouldn't fertilize young trees and 
shrubs where you'd like to encourage faster growth, though. 

We're starting to get reports of maple trees that are 
only partially leafing out. Some branches are fine, but often 
a whole portion of the tree bas buds that haven't opened or have 
opened, then shriveled and dried before expanding much. We 
haven't seen samples yet, but assume the cause is mostly 
environmental. Depending on how large a portion of the tree 
is affected, pruning or removal is probably the only answer. 

Insect Galls-We have received many calls recently about 
galls on trees and shrubs, particularly on the leaves of maples 
and oaks. The most common of these have been maple bladder 
galls. These galls, caused by the feeding of eriophyid mites, 
appear on the top ofleaves as small, reddish, pouch-or bladder
like growths. Galls do not seriously injure healthy trees and 
shrubs; control is normally applied to protect the plants' 
appearance. Once galls are seen, control is not effective. 
Treatments should occur in spring, generally as the leaves are 
expanding, to be effective.There is no guarantee that galls 
common this year will appear next year. For more information, 
see AG-FS-1009, Plant Galls and AG-F0-0704, Insecticide 
Suggestions to Control Tree and Shrub Insects. 

Chironomid midges--Overthelastcoupleof weeks,people 
havereportedcloudsofmanysmall(aboutl/8inch),mosquito
like, greenish or brownish insects, sometimes possessing feath
ery antennae. These flies are closely related to mosquitoes but 
lack biting mouthparts. The immature larvae are found in 
aquatic habitats so it is common to find adults near rivers, 
streams, and ponds. Midges form these swarms to mate.These 
flies are r~latively short lived, surviving about one week. They 
are harmless to people and will go away on their own. If midges 
are a problem entering buildings, repair and seal as many 
potential entry points as possible, including around windows 
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and vents.Tum off outside lights r use llghu that arc kl-. 
attractive to midges such as yellow light! r ~ hite hghL'\. 

European pine sawfly larvae have been acuvc on mugt1 
pines; they also attack cotch pines. These lllSe L'\ have d.lrl-
colored heads and are gray-green with everal hght and dark 
green stripes when they are full grown (about 3/4 in h Joni!). 
Llght to moderate infestations are usually not erious be use 
they feed on old needles. Heavy inf estallons can mjury crees. 11 
control is desired, treat aw flies while they are still small. about 
3/8 inch long or shorter. Check the ize carefully as it ma be 
too late to treat in some areas. Suggested insecucidcs m ludc 
acephate (e.g. cirthene), malathion, diazinon, r carbaryl tc.g. 
Sevin). 

Balsam twig aphid-The damage from thi insect, some
times confused for herbicide damage or eriophyid mite feed
ing, is characterized by twisted needles on fir and pro e. hes 
aphids also produce large amounts of honeydew, a shiny, stick.]' 
material. Becauseof thehoneydew,needles may s1.1cktogether. 
Balsam twig aphid damage is first noticed in May and lasts until 
June. Low to moderate levels of this aphid should not damage 
healthy, mature trees, although large numbers may injure 
evergreens. If treatment is desired, spray with an labelled 
insecticide, such as acephate (Orthene). 

Cool, wet weather promotes many diseases. Look for 
leaf spots (including anthracnose),rusts, mildews and Pseudo
monas and Botrytis (Grey mold) blights to occur when the e 
conditions persist. Existing infections cannot be made to 'go 
away' by spraying a fungicide.However, healthy green leave 
which are not in:;ubating an as-yet-unseen infecticm can be 
protected. If the outlook is for extended cool wet weather, 
application of a fungicide may be beneficial. Check fungicide 
label carefully to see if the disease you want to prevent and the 
plant you want to spray are on the label. 

Blights caused by Pseudomonassyrlngaepv. syrlngae
This bacterial pathogen attacks a wide variety of plants and is 
commonly seen in Minnesota on lilacs (especially white), 
forsythia, mock orange and Prunus species (stone fruits). 
Symptoms appear in the spring following cool, wet and often 
stormy weather and vary slightly from host to hosl htitially 
dark brown to black spots appear on the leaves and may be 
accompanied by yellow halos. Spots coalesce and large areas 
of the leaf become blighted. Leaf expansion is limited in 
blighted areas and the leaf becomes puckered and curled as it 
expands. Lesions also occur on succulent green stems or the 
infection may spread from petiole lesions into the stem result
ing in stem blight. Blossoms may also become infected. Occa
sionally, cankers occur on woody tissues and in the case of 
Prunus species are accompanied by gummosis.Sanitation (de
struction of infected plant parts), pruning during the dormant 
period and avoidance of mechanical damage is important in 
disease management. Application of copper fungicides may be 
helpful in commercial situations when used in conjunction with 
the sanitation. 

Botrytis blight (grey mold) is enjoying the cool damp 
weather and dead foliage/petals in many home gardens this 
year. Look for grayish brown fuzzy growth initially on dead 
leaves and petals. If not removed, the fungus will move into 
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healthy lJ sue and caw e severe blighting. Check your annuals 
and pallo pois now, espectally geraniums. Remove all dead 
planl llSsue, water only at the base of the plant being careful nol 
LO overwater. Avoid crowding of plant materials. In severe 
s1tuallons fungicides may need to be applied in conjunction 
with the above sanitation measures. 

Anthracnose-Ash anthracnose is unusually abundant in 
the southern part of Minnesota this spring. Oak anthracnose on 
white oaks is also causing severe damage. Spotting is occmring 
n many other trees and shrubs at this time-fungi, bacteria, 

inseclS, wind and frost (in some areas) may be responsible. 

Ash plant bugs are quite abundant on ash now and many ash 
are dropping leaves prematurely. However, ash anthracnose 
not ash plant bugs are responsible for this spring's leaf drop (see 
al o PPST03 and PPST06). It is possible that leaves severely 
damaged by ash plant bug may drop later in the summer but this 
is not common. Our experience has been that ash plant bug 
damaged leaves remain on the trees in nearly all cases. 

Ground squirrels & chipmunks-Racquetball-size holes 
in the turf with no mounding of dirt is a good indication of 

ground squirrels or chipmunks. Chipmunks and ground squir
rels are typically seed eaters but will also eat many types of 
plants and insects. Abundant populations can cause extensive 
damage to roots and plants. 

There are no federally listed repellents for the control of 
chipmunks and ground squirrels. They can be trapped using 
small live traps baited with sunflower seeds, dry oatmeal, or 
peanut butter. 

Poison grain baits can also be effective. Ensure that the bait 
is placed in the holes only. These poison grains are also 
dangerous to children, pets, and non-targeted wildlife. Prebait 
the holes with nonpoisoned grains or bird seed until you notice 
that the animal is comfortable eating the bait. Then substitute 
with the poison grain. Properly dispose of dead animals. 

Other common topics include transplanting trees, shrubs, 
and perennials, poison ivy control, more creeping charlie, 
carpenter ants, tree squirrels, rabbits and sapsuckers. 

Deborah Brown Jeff Hahn 
Horticulture Entomology 

Cynthia Ash Dick Haak 
Plant Pathology Wildlife 
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